Host Jules says:
Avalon Station Stardate 10403.28 - “What of Adelphous? - Episode 5"
Host Jules says:
When last we left Avalon, the D'Vor were charging their weapons to fire.  Will Avalon survive the attack???  How will they repel them?  Let's find out.
Host Jules says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::in operations, bracing for what he is sure will be a short fight::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: running statistical analysis on what a first volley will do against the station ::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::in the C&C grabbing her tricorder out of her pocket and scans Cmdr. Turner::
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
CMO:  Will the XO be joining us soon?
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
CMO:  What is wrong with Mr. Turner?
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::ensures that tactical has the lions share of sensor resources::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
CO: Ma'am.  After my tests, from what we know... We should survive three full volleys from the D'vor ship.
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
::at tactical monitoring systems::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
CO: I don't know, Captain.  I should get him to Sickbay though.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
CO: After that, our shields will fail.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
TO: Ensign, can you verify that our data is correct about the D'vor weapons and that the simulations are correct?
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
CTO: One moment sir.  ::checks on the requested information::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::taps her comm:: COM: Transport Commander Turner site-to-site. C&C to Sickbay immediately *Sickbay* transporting Cmdr Turner, check out his condition and report back to me.
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
CTO:  All information is correct sir
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
<*Sickbay*> CMO: Aye, we're ready, transport away.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: nods at the Tactical Officer - too bad he won't get to know her better ::
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
CTO:  We must use our brains to get out of this mess.
Host Jules says:
ACTION:  The first volley from the D'Vor dreadnaught hit the station.  Shields down to 67%
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::holds on for dear life as Cmdr Turner is transported to Sickbay::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: sets the station warning to brace for multiple impacts ::
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::reels from the impact, checks systems::  CTO:  Wow!  They pack a punch eh?!
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
::in engineering diverting additional power to shields::
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
CMO:  Get him there.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
CO: He's arrived in Sickbay via transport, he's in Dr. Grey's hands now.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
CSO: Aye, sir.  Damage reports coming in... shields are down to 67%....
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
*CO* All outer areas are clear and we have cut internal power to those sections.
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::looks up sensor data on the D'vor weapon as it hit the station::  CTO:  Some kind of juiced up particle beam, its up in the terra-watt range.  Two more hits and we're toast.
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
EO_Cleo: Get those shields back up.
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
<Cleo> CEO: I'm trying Ma'am.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
CO: Ma'am... I suggest we evacuate the station...
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::works controls, attempting to analyze the weapon properties::
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
EO_Neo: Get another section cleared out.  We need more power.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
CSO: My tactical sensors are completely singed... I'm switching to backup systems now.
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
CTO:  Are you kidding, we just got back here!
Host Jules says:
ACTION:  A second Volley from the dreadnaught takes out audio and visual communications
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: goes flying and hits the floor - crawls slowly to his feet ::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
Dr. Grey: Give me a painkiller so I can get to Operations.
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
<Neo> CEO: Yes Ma'am.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::looks at the view screen and swears under her breath:: CO: we're blind
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
C&C: Shields down to 30% ma'am... the next shot is going to breech portions of the exterior hull.
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::taps on controls:: CSO:  Get back up, I'm slaving my sensors to augment yours!  
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
CTO: Sir, I suggest we try to rig some temporal torpedoes to fire at the ship.  I received this information from the D'vor file.  It is the defense used against the Dreadnaught previously.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
<Dr. Grey> XO: Here, this should help. ::holds a hypo to his neck::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: looks at the CSO :: CSO: Lt Hawkes... can you help me realign a torpedo for a temporal explosion?
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: runs his fingers across the tactical console and sending orders down to the torpedo rooms ::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
Dr: Thank you, Now if you will excuse me I am needed up in operations.
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
ALL:  Do what you can!
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
::Gets up and leaves sickbay::
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
CSO:  What?  Temporal explosion...  ::looks to sensors::  ALL:  Hang on...  Picking up a vessel coming in...  Its Federation!
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
<Dr. Grey> ::watches the XO leave Sickbay and turns to Commander Turner::
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
::moves to weapons power and checks stability::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
::Takes a turbo lift to operations::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
CO: Ma'am.  I need about 5 minutes until we can fire an experimental torpedo that Ensign Masterson has suggested....
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
CO/XO:  Transponder codes show her to be the Scorpius...  She's coming back!
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
::internal scan shows another section cleared::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
::Arrives in operations::
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
Self:  After turning tail and running away, leaving us to hang in the breeze!
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
CTO:  What type of weapon did Dr. Richard Barkheim  use?
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
::cuts power from the newly emptied section and diverts it to weapons and shields::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::turns as the turbo lift opens and exits the XO's chair::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
TO: K'arana... needs an extra pair of hands here... I need help realigning the targeting sensors for this torpedo.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::nods::
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::slaves comm network to Sci. station, and tries to hail the Scorp.::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CO: So how’s it looking?
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
CTO Aye sir.  ::walks over to the CTO to assist::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: runs his hands across the sensor palate, attempting to slave the targeting console over the torpedo's sensor grid :
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
CSO:  I hope she can help.
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
EOs: Come on people.  It is do or die.  I would prefer to live on my first tour of duty.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: doesn't respond to the CO because he doesn't know ::
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
::runs her hands quickly over the console attempting to re-programming the torpedo::
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
XO: Take a seat we're getting hit hard.
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
CO/XO:  The comm net is hardly working, can't get a hail through, attempting a text transmission.  :;works controls as science station two blows out::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::runs her tricorder over the XO and has a worried look on her face::
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
<EOs> ::continue scrambling around engineering, draining power from every possible source and dumping it to the shields and weapons::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: sees the signal from the torp room saying 2 torpedoes are now loaded and configured, awaiting final 2 ::
Host Jules says:
ACTION:  The D'Vor weapons are powering up again.
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CO: I take it our phasers and torpedoes aren’t doing much damage?
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
XO: We haven't fired a single shot, sir.
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
CO/XO:  Getting a response.  ::pauses. reading the response::  They will attempt to take some heat off us.
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::feels a sharp pain in his head::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
CO: Ma'am.  Permission to fire torpedoes upon completion...
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CO: Are we going to return fire?
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
CTO: Sir, he D'vor are powering up their weapons.
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
XO:  Not even a scratch.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: nods over at the TO and feels his stomach churn ::
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
::slams the console:: Self: Yes!  That's a start.
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CO: I have an Idea.
Host Jules says:
ACTION:  The D'Vor weapon is discharged..........................at the Scorpius.
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
CTO:  Fire when ready
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: sees shield strength increase :: Self: Way to go, Jordana.
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
XO: Yes?
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
CO: Ready to fire....
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
*CTO* I've got shields up to 53%.  We'll dump more in.  How much more power do you need to weapons?  I show they aren't being used.
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
CTO: Sir, the D'vor have fired on the Scorpius!
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
ALL:  They are firing on the Scorpius!
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CO: It was an Idea that worked against the Borg.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::looks at Masterson::
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
Leo: Get another section cleared out!  I want those outer areas completely empty on the double!
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
TO: Assess their damage...
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CO: We can replicate an old fashioned 20th century nuclear warhead.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
XO: Permission to fire....
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::then over at Hawkes, she runs and stands over Hawkes shoulder to look at his sensors::
Host Jules says:
ACTION:  The D'Vor weapons are powering up ....again.
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::shrugs the CMO off::  
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
Cleo: Pull everything but the lifts, emergency lighting, and minimal life support from the areas being cleared out now.
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CO: It should slice right through their shields and take them out.
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
CTO: Aye sir.  ::attempts to scan the Scorpius::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::stands back, doesn't want to invade his personal space, but still looking at the sensors::
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
CTO:  Can we replicate a 20th century nuclear warhead?
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: presses the button and watches all 4 of the temporal torpedoes released without authorization ::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
CO: Torpedoes away!
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
CTO: It was a glancing blow sir.  Their shields are down to 5%.
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::watches the sensors as the torpedoes go:::::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
XO/CO:  D'vor shields down to 5%.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
CO: It would take us hours, ma'am.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::turns and takes up a chair at Science 2::
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
CTO:  Wow, you gotta show me how to do them temporal torpedoes man.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: looks at the TO and smiles :: TO: Great idea, Ensign.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::runs a scan on the Scorp and then on the D'Vor ship::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: sends the request to prepare 4 more torpedoes ::
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
<EO_Cleo> ::drains everything and dumps it all to the shields::
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
CTO:  Can we finish them off?
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
::nods to the CTO::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CTO: It does not take that long.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
*CEO* Chief, I'm gonna need some power to the torpedo launchers and weapons guidance systems.
Host Jules says:
ACTION:  The torpedoes miss their mark.
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
CTO:  Sir, we missed the D'vor.
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CO: If we can fire a sustained attack we may be able to fend them off.
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
*CTO* Tactical....I show power to weapons at 108%.  Do you need more than that?
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::thinks:  Nice shooting Tex::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
*CEO* No, 100% will do just fine... we are firing torpedoes only.
Host Jules says:
ACTION: A third volley from the D'Vor ship takes out the docking ring.
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
CTO: Sir!  They have taken out the docking ring!
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
::feels the shutter of the station::
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::reels from the latest hit, checks sensors::  ALL:  Docking ring, hull breaches!...  Force fields are in place!
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
*CTO* Acknowledged.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: gets tossed again, and fights to get back to his station ::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CTO: Hit them with everything we have!!!
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
TO:  Sir, I think we should fire more temporal torpedoes.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::mutters that if we don't stop them, then we're doomed::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
XO: Aye, sir.  :: fires all the phasers banks towards the D'vor vessel, fire's all the photon torpedoes they have loaded, and sends the next 4 Temporal torpedoes right at the D'vor ship.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
XO: All weapons away!
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:; watches his tactical display for his/miss information ::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
All: Brace for a shockwave impact!!!
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
::holds tight to her seat::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::holds on to her station and watches the scans::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
::Crosses his fingers::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: sends multiple messages with tactical analysis to the Scorp about the torpedoes ::
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
::holds on to her station::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
XO: Sir, I've sent our torpedo information to the Scorpius.
Host Jules says:
ACTION: The D'Vor weapon discharges one last time before it is hit from both side by the Scorpius and Avalon.
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::gets another text trans from the Scorp.::  CO/XO:  Sirs, the Scorpius indicates they have temporal torpedoes ready to fires...  They suggest we make ready with the same, and fire at the same time!
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
C&C: Incoming!
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CSO: Looks like it just happened!
Host Jules says:
ACTION:  The D'Vor weapon hits the station.  All lights on Avalon go out, life support is at minimal.
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::grins at the XO as he makes mental note of escape pod location::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::falls out of her chair::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CTO: Report?
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
::hits the floor hard::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: gets sent flying over the tactical console and landing on the floor right on his shoulder, with a loud "pop" ::
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
::takes a deep breath and grabs her aching ribs:: All: Report!
CO_Capt_Rushing thinks:  ::prays that Lawrence is safe::
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::pulls himself off the deck, eye balls the escape pod hatch, then turns to console::  ALL:  No power
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
::remains standing at tactical console remarkably::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
::Takes tactical::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::ducks a flying object and listens as a shoulder dislocates::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::turns::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
ALL: Anyone injured? ::shouts::
Host Jules says:
ACTION:  Emergency backup power comes up.
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
<Cleo> CEO: Power down, trying to switch to emergency lighting!
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::notices the CMO's fall, and only smiles::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
::Turns tactical over to the TO::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: is lying on the floor, unable to move his arm ::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
TO: Sorry, its a habit.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::spies the CTO on the deck and grabs her tricorder that fell out of her pocket::
Host Jules says:
ACTION:  Sensors indicate that the D'Vor ship is gone.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
CMO: I believe I've broken my arm, or my shoulder... it's not moving. :: struggles through pain ::
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
::nods to the XO::
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
CO:  Sir, the D’vor ship is no longer on sensors.
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
TO: Report?
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::scans the CTO:: CTO: be still now, let me check you out.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::scans his arm from fingers to shoulder::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: sitting on the floor, not moving, but holding his arm ::
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::turns to console as power starts to come up::  
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
::gets hit in the shoulder by something she can't see.::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
CTO: The good news is that it's not broken.............
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::tries to contacts the Scorpius again::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: smiles with a smirking grin ::
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
XO: Nothing left of the ship sir.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
CMO: Bad news?
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
CTO: The bad news is, you have a dislocated shoulder and a broken collar bone.
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
All: Yes!!!
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
CMO: Ok, that's bad... :: cringes in pain ::
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
CO:  Reading only residual temporal energy in the vicinity of the D'vor ship, she's gone
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::looks at the XO and wonders what just happened::
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
CO:  And the Scorp is responding, they are offering to assist with repairs.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
CTO: Let's get you to Sickbay and fixed up.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: is helped up and walks slowly with the CMO ::
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
CSO:  ::breathes a sigh of relief::  Good!
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CMO: Doctor, Lets start getting people treated we won this round.
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
::Notices the CO::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: looks at the TO before he leaves :: TO: Great work, ensign.
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
::pushes herself up::
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
CSO:  Inform the Scorpius we would appreciate their help.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
XO: already on it sir, I'm taking the CTO down to sickbay.
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CO: Are you ok?
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
EOs: Damage report?
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
CO:  Aye sir.
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
::nods:: CTO: Thank you sir.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::helps the CTO to the TL::
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::turns to the CO::  CO:  Captain, I'd like to take a shuttle into the debris field, conduct an in depth analysis.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: steps onto the TL in guidance of the CMO, letting Doc lead the way :: CMO: Thank you, ma'am.
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::feels another stab of pain in head::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
TL:  Sickbay ::nods to the CTO:: CTO: Just doing my job, Ensign.
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
XO:  I'm not sure.  I keep losing time.  My mind keeps jumping ahead.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
CMO: Doc, think this is gonna affect my racquetball swing?
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
<Leo> CEO: Outer docking ring is gone.  Minimal life support.  Emergency power only.  Air purification system is gone too.
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CMO: Doctor!!
Host Jules says:
ACTION:  Pain courses through the CSO's head and he collapses.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
CTO: For about 36 hours.
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
CSO:  Please do so.
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::falls to the deck, hits head on edge of console::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: frets :: CMO: And I was looking all forward to losing to LT. Chavez again... darn.
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
*Sickbay*: Medical assistance needed on the bridge.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::exits the TL and helps the CTO to Sickbay::
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
EOs: Okay all listen up.  If you are hurt, get out of my engineering room and get your butt to sickbay.
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
XO:  If it happens again then I'll let you know.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
CTO: Next time :;smiles::
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::convulses slightly::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: steps into sick-bay and slowly climbs aboard a bio-bed ::
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
EOs: Cleo, take a team and start in on the air purification system.
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CO: You need to be in sickbay.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
*Bridge* This is the CMO, what's wrong?
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::hands the CTO off to Dr Grey::
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
XO:  The CSO is down sir.
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
EOs: Leo: Get power to sickbay.  They are going to need all the power they can have with that shake.  Neo: Get on life support.
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
*CMO*: The CSO has collapsed and is having seizures, and the captain is having some sort of brain disorder, she is losing time and skipping ahead.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: nods to Dr Grey and let's the Doctor go at it ::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
*XO* transport both to Sickbay immediately
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
TO: Transport the CSO and the CO to sickbay.
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
XO: Aye sir.
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
::watches as teams split up on the separate areas::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CO: I will keep you informed.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::grabs Nurse Dickerson and Lt. Powell::
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
XO:  I'm fine for now.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::waiting on the CSO::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CO: You need to be checked out.
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
::moves her fingers across the console and transports the CO and CSO to sickbay::
Host Jules says:
ACTION:  The CSO and CO materialize in sickbay.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::splits up the team and takes the most serious case::
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::still convulsing slightly, blood gushing from a gash on forehead, a trickling of blood from right ear::
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
::finds herself in sickbay.::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::Dr. Grey sets the CTO's broken collar bone and realigns the dislocated shoulder::
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
*Bridge* Status up there?
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
All: Pick people we have work to do.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::Dr. Grey takes on the CO and Dr. Slater helps the CSO::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::Nurse Hanna discharges the CTO::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
*CEO*: We are pretty beat up here. I need main power Stat.
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
DR. Grey:  The CSO needs more help than me.
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
::runs scans of tactical systems::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::runs a tricorder over the CSO::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: smiles at Nurse Hanna feeling a bit better and hops off of the bio-bed heading for the door::
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
*XO* We've got other areas to worry about too sir.  Main power to Operations will have to wait.  Or, I can give you main power and let you suffocate because the air purification system is offline.  Take your pick.
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
*CEO*: We need Life support, weapons, shields, and main power all on line just in case.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
<Grey> ::scans the CO and finds absolutely nothing wrong with her::
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
XO: Sir, the torpedo tubes located on deck 5 are fried and need repaired.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
<Dr. Grey> CO: why are you here? I can't find anything wrong with you.
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
Dr. Grey:  Nothing wrong with me is there?
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
*CEO*: Use all the manpower you need, if you need to take personnel from different departments do it.
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
Dr. Grey:  Good, then I'll be going.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
<Grey> CO: Nothing that shows up on my scans ::nods:: CO: yes, we need the bed :;smiles::
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
Dr. Grey:  Please keep me informed of the CSO's condition.
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
*XO* All manpower Sir?
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::finishes up her scan of the CSO and mutters to herself::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: feels his shoulder kind of stiff and heads for the Turbo lift ::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
<Grey> CO: of course, Captain.
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
*CEO*: Is there a problem?
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::grabs what she needs to tend to the CSO::
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
*XO* Just making certain I understood.  I can use all available manpower?
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
::takes the nearest turbo lift to the C&C.::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::makes a minor adjustment and runs the tissue regenerator over the gash in his forehead::
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
XO:  The torpedo tubes located in between the docking ring doors are gone.   All 4 sir.
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
<Cleo> CEO: Emergency power is up.  Air is at 8%.
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
I don’t care how you do it, but I need all those systems online yesterday.
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
Cleo: Keep working on it.  Cut part of your team when you get it to 40%.
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
*XO* Good.  I will use everyone then.  That means I will expect YOU down here immediately to start work on those shields.  Rydyll out! ::grunts and goes back to work::
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: exits the turbo lift in engineering looking for the CEO ::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::has one of the team move the CSO to the center biobed, where she can run a full scan on his system::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::looks up at the sensor cluster overhead and types in what tests she wants done::
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
::moves over to start on main power for Operations to get the XO off her butt::
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
::steps out onto C&C::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
TO: Do you know anything about fixing the weapons systems?
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: walks towards Ensign Rydyll :: CEO: Chief?
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
XO:  Yes sir.
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
::sees the CTO:: CTO: I'm over here Ensign! ::removes a panel from the wall::
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::she looks confused that the scan shows a brain chemical imbalance, but there isn't any apparent cause::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
TO: Get them online then.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
CEO: :: extends his hand to her ::  Thank you ma'am for keeping the tactical systems up long enough to get those torpedoes off...
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
ALL:  Report.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
CEO: Is there anything I can do to help around here?
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::taping in a more detailed scan shows that the imbalance seems to originate from the cochlear implant::
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
XO: Aye sir, I will need a docking ring to put them on.  They are completely gone.
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
TO: Improvise.
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
::looks at the hand and grunts:: CTO: That is my job.  I have teams working on air circulation and life support.  You may want to start there on sensor power.  We need to see what's happening out there.
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
XO: Aye sir.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::bends over and places a hypo to the CSO's neck, she waits for him to regain his senses::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
*CMO*: How long till I can get the CSO back?
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
*XO* Very soon, Commander, I'm waking him now.
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CO: We are working on repairs right now.
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
XO:  I will need some help to assemble the tubes.
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: nods and withdraws himself :: CEO: Very well then, I'll get to it.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::wishes she could keep him here and asleep while she does further investigating::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
TO: Take as many men as you need.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
CSO: ::softly:: Can you hear me?
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: turns on his heels and walks towards an engineering detail ::
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::groans and then opens eyes, fixing on the CMO, then tries to get up and away::  CMO:  Whaaaa!
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
CSO: Easy does it!
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
CSO: You've a concussion.
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::fighting::  CMO:  What are you doing to me now!?
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
:;rolls her eyes:: CSO: Truce?
CTO_Ens_Hebert says:
:: grabs a laser torch, an engineering tricorder and starts chatting with lead of an engineering team about repairs that need to be made ::
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
CO: How are you feeling?
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
::stumbles off the bio-bed::  CMO:  I'm fine.  Ok!  I'm fine!
CO_Capt_Rushing says:
XO:  Dr. Grey found nothing wrong with me on his scans.  But something just isn't sitting right with me.
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
*XO* I'm looking at 9 hours before we get main power online.  Another 17 before your shields, sensors, and weapons are available.  I will not estimate external damage repair at this time.
TO_Ens_Masterson says:
XO: Aye sir, permission to leave and get started.
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
CSO: You're fine for now, but you have a slight imbalance in your cochlear implant that needs to be taken care of, can I assume that you will return and let me have a look at it soon?
CSO_LTjg_Hawkes says:
CMO:  There's nothing wrong with my implants
XO_Cmdr_Russ_Horn says:
*CEO*: Is that estimates with the extra manpower?
CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::turns around:: CSO: My instruments show otherwise ::pans around the room::
CEO_Ens_Rydyll says:
::rubs her side slightly, frustrated over the bruised ribs:: *XO* Those who have shown up.  But they aren't all here yet.  I haven't seen you walk in her, Sir.
Host Jules says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< End Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

